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SYMMETRIES ARE SWEET. ASYMMETRIES ARE SWEETER STILL. 
In a series of papers in this journal the author [l-3] drew attention to 
hitherto unnoticed symmetries in special relativity or more precisely in the 
Lorentz Transformation on which the theory is entirely based. The primary 
object was to show that “Einstein is a natural completion of Newton” if we 
start with the velocity transformation and that space time unity acquires a 
sublime simplicity through a new derivation of the “biassed” form the 
Lorentz transformation. We shall now demonstrate that tantalising asym- 
metries are revealed by a comparative study of time-like and space-like vec- 
tors. 
As in earlier papers, it is convenient to assume a world with one space 
and one time dimension with point massive particles moving with uniform 
velocities with respect to one another. Every particle can be an observer or 
a frame of reference in which by definition it is at rest. If in this “frame” 
there are other particles at rest. all of them are equivalent as “observers” or 
“frames.” An event is the observation of a massive point particle by the 
observer and two events are separated in space and in time. 
Let us assume two events A and B have time separation l,, and spatial 
separation zero, i.e., the events relate to a particle at rest and separated in 
time as observed by a particle P which is at rest by definition. If the events 
are observed by a particle Q moving with velocity -I! with respect to P. 
then the space and time separations between the events are 
We define a “pair” of partial differential coefficients 
(lo variable), 
(u variable). 
(1) 
(2a) 
(2b) 
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For obvious reasons we call the first the intrujiume or isojiume velocity in 
the frame of Q and the second the “inter-ame” or transframe velocity, i.e., 
limiting ratio of the change in spatial separation to the change in time 
separation of events on a particle as we change v, i.e., shift from Q to a 
frame moving with a velocity A with respect to Q as A + 0. It is a 
mathematical quantity c’/v conjugate to the isofrume velocity v. 
Let us consider two events CI and p which have a space separation x0 and 
time separation zero in the frame of P. In the frame of Q their spatial and 
time separations are given by 
and 
(x0 variable), 
(v variable), 
(3a) 
Thus the “values” of the isojiiame and transfiame velocities are reversed for 
space like interval! As the author has explained earlier, space like intervals 
separate two particles while time-like intervals refer to the same particle. 
Hence for space-like intervals both c2/v and v are “specious” velocities since 
they are not the velocities of a particle but the limiting ratios of space dif- 
ferences to time differences. For time like intervals, v is the velocity of a 
particle while only its conjugate c2/v is “specious.” 
If in the frame Q we have time like intervals characterised by the velocity 
pair (v, c’/v) and their conjugate space like intervals with the velocity pair 
(c’/v, v), then in a frame of reference P moving with velocity +v with 
respect to Q we have the time like interval (0, to) characterised by the 
velocity pair (0, co) and the space like interval (x,, 0) with its velocity pair 
(QO). 
We now understand why in special relativity all particles which are at 
rest with respect to one another are equivalent frames and their “relative 
locations” are irrelevant. Any two particles at rest are separated by a space 
like interval with time difference zero and characterised by the velocity pair 
(co, 0) while the time like interval on any particle at rest has a space dif- 
ference zero and is characterised by the velocity pair (0, co). 
Now we come to the most tantalising consequence of such conjugucy 
when we consider the velocity transformation formula written in the 
customary form 
v2-v1 
v3 = 1 - (VI vJ2) 
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where u3 is the velocity of a particle in a frame moving with a velocity U, 
with respect to another frame in which the velocity of the particle is v2. 
In studying the peculiar asymmetries of the formula the author had 
noted that it is valid when all the u’s are CC or if two of the u’s are >c and 
one t’ is CC but invalid if two of the u’s are CC and one u > c or all the U’S 
are >c. 
Recognising that any velocity greater than c can be written as c’/u, if we 
replace u2 by c2/02, and t’) by c2/03 we obtain the same equation! Since c2/r; 
represents the “specious” isoframe velocity associated with a space-like 
interval the case of two u’s greater than c in the formula represents the 
transformation of a space like interval. 
We conclude by writing the velocity transformation in the symmetric 
form 
VI v2 v, v, + v,+ v,+c,=o, v,= -u3, v, = -c, 
with its sweeter asymmetry that we can replace two of the Vs hut onfy two 
by their reciprocals and get the same equation. 
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